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Using all we are 

Feeling two entirely different sets of emotions at the same time can be disconcerting. However, it 

makes perfect sense because contained within you are two very different ‘people.’ 

Attempts to mix those 

emotions, to get them to 

tie up or to create some 

logical cohesion, are 

going to fail. That will 

lead to guilt and 

confusion. The only way 

to handle them is to accept them. Let yourself feel all those things at the same time without trying to 

put them together. Allow that wide range of emotions to be a reminder of just how amazing you are! 

When you see that breadth in someone else, don’t be tempted into trying to put them together into 

a neat package. Allow that person to be who they are. Remember that valuing a person’s feelings 

means that they are being valued. It isn’t always solutions that they need but rather the knowledge 

that someone has taken those sometimes-conflicting emotions seriously. 

Acknowledging that range of emotions is also to recognise that we know much more than we want to 

admit.  A secure person can afford to visit the full breadth. If we are insecure, we will only visit the 

parts where we feel safe. 

Letting God into all we are 

It isn’t that we will be able to live in all of those emotions at the same time, but we will have them 

available to us. We need to be able to feel those things. A wrong understanding of our Christian faith 

will restrict what we allow ourselves to feel. A proper view, i.e. that God 

is bigger than anything we can feel and experience, allows us to live in 

everything we are without feeling condemned. 

When we become Christians, if we don't let Jesus into every part of who 

we are, we can end up with a distortion of our faith. Our new-found 

spirituality can be used to exacerbate our weaknesses instead of letting Jesus drill down into the root 

causes of our struggles. It is the difference between dealing with the root causes or the symptoms. 

If I was unreal before becoming a Christian, I now have a spiritual world to escape into, and the escape 

can be justified as trusting Jesus. 

If I procrastinate - or use control - I can now say, 'I will pray about it.' 

If I was passive, I could now say, 'I will leave it all to Jesus.' 

If I was narrow-visioned I might well become even more legalistic, dogmatic and bigoted - all in God's 

name. 

If I am too lazy to think things through I will assemble a collection of proof texts to back up what I want 

to say and present them as proving my point. 

If I am small-minded, my 'them and us' mentality can be presented as my faithfulness to the truth as 

opposed to those who are prepared to compromise. 

If we let Jesus be Lord of all we are, then we will have a wholesome approach to life and faith. 


